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Overview of presentation

Disease before dementia
• The research direction

• PREVENT Dementia Measurement of a ‘relevant’ early pathology

Translation from Research into Practice
• The Brain Health Scotland ‘Ecosystem’

• A focus on retired rugby players – an ‘engaged’ population
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Alzheimer disease





Dementia 

• The term dementia is (quite rightly) under threat!

• SCIENCE v SYNDROME

• The 1990s saw the scientific breakthrough giving us the ability to 
measure neurodegenerative disease through brain imaging and 
spinal fluid

• Alzheimer’s disease itself could be ‘measured’ 



The world (until now) has only seen 
neurodegenerative brain disease through 
the ‘peep hole’ of ‘dementia’

MEMORY ++++



In the very near future we will have a clinical and 
research focus for people with much earlier stages of 
neurodegenerative brain disease…

Behavioural, other 

cognitive & patient-related 

outcomes and 

BIOMARKERS



Lancet Commission Report sets 
epidemiological framework for risk factor 
interventions

Challenges:

Clinical: 
Turning epidemiological 
observations into actionable 
individual prevention plans and public 
health policy

Scientific: 
Determining mechanistic 
underpinnings to observations
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RISKS

DISEASE
(Biomarkers)

DISEASE
(Cognition et al)

TIME
(Changes in other 

three factors)

Four factor modeling 
(Using Machine Learning approaches) 



High quality datasets informing clinical 
practice

• PREVENT Dementia (n=700)

• EPAD (European Prevention of Alzheimer’s Dementia) 
(n=2,100)

• The Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI), the 
Australian Imaging, Biomarker & Lifestyle Flagship Study of 
Ageing (AIBL), et al.

• Alzheimer’s Disease Data Interoperability (ADDI) Workbench
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The PREVENT Dementia Project

Population: n=700 aged 40-59 at baseline with up to 5 years of Follow Up in 5 Centers in UK and 
Ireland

Funded: Alzheimer’s Society (UK) and Alzheimer’s Association (US)

Objective: To identify risk/disease interactions in an at-risk population in mid-life



Sub-studies
• AIP (Amyloid Imaging in PREVENT) Capacity n=300 

• 7T MRI Study (Cambridge) n=50 (Scanned) and n=300 (VR)

• Retinal Imaging (Edinburgh Only) n=85 (95% agree) target 100+ (18 have year 2 Imaging)

• PET Tau (n=50)

• Language analysis
– Dialogue (Edinburgh MRC Fellowship)  

– Syntax (Cardiff) n= 115

• Digital Technology (Oxford) n=32

• Lab work (Edinburgh) Funding secured for Proteomics and Genomics (n=700)

– Global Screening Array (Edinburgh)

– Mass Spec Proteomics (Crick Institute)

– Salivary Cortisol (Edinburgh)

• PREVENT RFC 
– Edinburgh Site (n=50) 

• Intimate Partner Violence
– Drake Foundation



Alzheimer’s disease ‘starts’ in the Hippocampus

Testing the 
hippocampus….

Can we detect neurodegenerative diseases at a stage 
their course can be impacted upon?
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Alzheimer’s disease ‘starts’ in the Hippocampus

Testing the 
hippocampus….

Hippocampal 
Subfields….

Hippocampal 
Place Cells….

Can we detect neurodegenerative diseases at a stage 
their course can be impacted upon?
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Alzheimer’s disease starts in the 
Hippocampus

Ritchie K. et al., 2018

‘A significant negative association was 
found between the DRS and 4MT 
(Spearman Correlation – 0.26, 
p=0.0006)’

CAIDE SCORE*
• Weight
• Age
• Sex
• Education
• ApoE
• Systolic Blood Pressure
• BMI
• Total Cholesterol
• Physical Activity

Can we detect neurodegenerative diseases at a stage 
their course can be impacted upon?



In PREVENT Dementia Cohort at Baseline (n=180) and 2-year FU (n=156): there 
was a significant association (p<0.05) between ApoEe4 status and atrophy of 
molecular layer of hippocampus. A region believed to be an early region for NFT 
build up (Braak and Braak, 1997l Thal, 2000)

In terms of measuring outcomes – could these imaging biomarkers be a specific 
measure of disease related temporally to an early manifestation of (preclinical) 
disease. If downstream from amyloid aggregation and NFT deposition in a focal 
area of relevance (i.e. where ‘total’ measures of Ab and Tau in e.g. CSF are not 
substantial enough to be notable), then possible outcome for both anti-amyloid 
and anti-tau strategies in high-risk populations

A T N C

Not measurable in high-risk preclinical 
population in early 50’s using traditional 
MRI and cognitive tests
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LS=Lifestyle

Risk profiling + early disease detection = personalized prevention plan



The Brain Health Scotland End to 

End Ecosystem. 

The ‘Pyramid’ Model highlights 

four fully integrated levels of 

service operating across the life 

course from public health at a 

population level through to highly 

individualised services within 

Brain Health Clinics. 

As greater risk for dementia is 

identified through a variety of 

evidence-based triage points, the 

person is offered more 

personalised care and services 

to reduce dementia risk. 
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The top two levels of the Brain 

Health Scotland Pyramid (figure 

1) are the Brain Health Services 

and the Brain Health Clinic, and 

together provide the setting for 

the SEADD programme. 

An individual’s journey through 

this pathway is based on several 

triage steps which help 

determine potential higher risk of 

disease and therein further 

investigation and management. 

This system ensures that all 

assessments are used 

judiciously with the greatest 

impact on diagnostic utility.

CSF= cerebrospinal fluid; PDS= 

Post Diagnostic Support. 



https://d6a732ea-0222-4f4e-bec4-

6ac629ae59bc.filesusr.com/ugd/a3f95c_8826599c29c04d66b4eb266

d5d887f22.pdf





Step 1: Health Literacy

Step 2: Personal 
Pledges

Step 3: Review and 
observe positive 
feedback*



The Brain Health 
Movement and 
Rugby

• Reduce exposures during the 
game itself 

• Increase Brain Health Literacy 
before and during retirement

• Undertake relevant and real-world 
research to incrementally and 
perpetually gain knowledge

• Provide specific Brain Health 
Clinics under same model as in 
NHS Scotland



Provide specific Brain Health 
Clinics under same model as 
in NHS Scotland

• BT Murrayfield Service with SRU:

• Articulate and share the clinic 
blueprint fostered, facilitated and 
franchised by World Rugby

• Develop minimum dataset 

• Create international data platform 
for real world evidence and analysis

• Create community for participation 
in interventional research 



Summary of presentation

• Disease before dementia
• The research direction

• The PREVENT Dementia Programme

• Brain Health Scotland
• Getting research into practice
1. National Service with NHS Scotland
2. Specific clinic with SRU
3. Use model to help achieve global network 

glued together by sharing ideas and 
sharing data.
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Thank you


